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Aloha,
Pearl Harbor 1941: A date that will live in INFAMY. Former Barbers Point Naval Air Station:
2018. Another dark day in Hawaii history as the US Navy disrespects the veteran and civilian
community, unethically approving destruction, without public consultation, an extremely
important public veteran monument to decades of service by US military service members. This
announced Navy action was a complete shock and surprise to the local West Oahu community
and viewed as a theft of public property from a significant former naval air station park.
Veteran Monument Removal A Violation Of Navy Ethics, Public Trust, Established Community
Consultation Protocols, State Laws and Worldwide Historic Cultural Practices
This destruction and removal was counter to the concept of Public Trust, established Oahu
Neighborhood Board consultation protocol, signed Navy land transfer preservation covenants,
Hawaii Statutes §711-1107 (Monument Desecration), the worldwide concept of public historic
and cultural monuments, US Navy standards of Ethics as promulgated by the Secretary of the
Navy and Presidential Executive Order 12674, among other Federal governing documents.
http://www.secnav.navy.mil/ethics/Pages/default.aspx
The local US Navy real estate office- no one knows quite who as they won’t come forth
publically and identify themselves – arranged for a major land developer to remove, on a
weekend without any official public notice, established neighborhood board notification
process or community consultation, a very important community public monument to WW-II,
Korea, Vietnam, Cold War, Golf War active duty and military veterans, erected with public funds
in the late 1990’s, dedicated to the service of Naval Air Station Barbers Point. This monument,
using a stylized Hawaiian lava rock construction said in raised silver letters “Naval Air Station
Barbers Point 1949-1999.” It also included a silver coated scale model of a P-3 Orion which was
a major symbol of the Navy Patrol Wing Two era that for approximately half a century made
NAS Barbers Point a great place to live, work and play as one of the best bases in the Navy.
Veteran Monument Removal An Insider Development Agenda – to destroy historic integrity
Shortly after the local Navy real estate office transferred parcel number 7 ownership of the
Navy property with the monument, on a March 2018 weekend a forklift came in to lift off and
remove the silver P-3 from its base and rip off the very important “Naval Air Station Barbers
Point 1949-1999” letters which was essentially a grave site marker which exists no where else.
Very odd that the US Navy never expressed any prior interest in removing or “saving” the
monument until a real estate transaction considered it a land development liability. In no
possible way apparently could an historic and culturally important monument be allowed to
remain, and the removal should be done apparently without the community knowing about it.

This was the one and ONLY major monument on the former naval air station dedicated, with
public funds, to preserving the memory of the former naval air station. Keep in mind the NAS
Barbers Point history includes directly supporting Enterprise, Hornet, Lexington, Saratoga, etc
Navy carrier air groups for the early 1942 Doolittle Raid, Battle of Coral Sea, Battle of Midway,
and on through the Korea, Vietnam, Cold War, Gulf War, eras as well as many other important
classified national defense and NASA space missions, etc.
It was the ONLY public Hawaii monument that connected the history of the US Navy’s most
important and heroic 1942 Battle of Midway. The monument location was at the corner of
Midway and Lexington streets, across from the base headquarters, base chapel and post office.
I have personally passed this monument on a regular basis for over a decade and never saw any
of the alleged desecrations used as an excuse to remove it and had in fact photographed it in
detail as a matter of record after learning of the Navy land transfer to Hunt Corp. But it never
occurred to me it would soon be dismantled and destroyed. I have been for many years a
recognized Navy Consulting Party on land transfers and Programmatic Agreements and had in
fact recently reregistered this with various State and Federal agencies as a matter of record.
Veteran Monument Location Part Of Special Community Historic And Cultural Landscape
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_trust
The concept of the public trust relates back to the origins of democratic government and its
seminal idea that within the public lies the true power and future of a society; therefore,
whatever trust the public places in its officials must be respected. One of the reasons that
bribery is regarded as a notorious evil is that it contributes to a culture of political corruption in
which the public trust is eroded.
This special, public veteran monument was an historic and cultural grave marker for thousands
of military service members, many of whom gave their lives in Pacific Island combat and lost at
sea. NASBP was also a very important central and cultural part of the Ewa Kapolei, West Oahu
community providing many local jobs, schools, air shows, entertainment, recreation and vast
good will from the US Navy to the local communities and Island of Oahu for many decades
through WW-II and the Cold War era. How does stealing it now and hiding it at a secure
military base have any meaning except as a trophy for a few connected Navy insiders?
Stealing it? Yes, that was the wide local public reaction- that it was STOLEN and the police
should be called. It remains a transgression against the community, somewhat like rape.
Veteran Monument Destruction An Adverse Historic and Cultural Effect On The Community

This unique one and only Naval Air Station Barbers Point veteran monument was built facing
the original base flag pole, base operations and headquarters building, base chapel, base post
office area which itself was designated as National Register eligible historic district in 1997 as
part of the Navy BRAC process. The NASBP monument was there in a very specific place for a
very important historic and cultural purpose, and not just randomly placed with no thought. It’s
on the corner of Lexington and Midway for a good and very appropriate reason when there was
a consecration ceremony in 1999 attended by hundreds of military, veterans and Ewa civilians.
Statues and monuments are intended for public reflection as well as public education. Why
does did say NASBP 1942-1999? Why did this have no meaning at all to the thieves that stole
this community monument and ripped off the letters? This monument reflected community
pride, priorities, historic and cultural values, motives, feelings. The Navy in its great lack of
ethics, violation of laws, public trust, doesn’t care. They are very big, arrogant and do whatever
they want for their own insider Navy friends, money deals and trophy agendas.
In fact most in the community believed the NASBP veteran monument was already protected
and part of the National Register eligible historic district recognized in the 1997 BRAC as the
NAS Barbers Point Central Historic Core District. This monument destruction has had an
extremely detrimental cultural if not legally important “adverse effect” on the intent of Core
Historic District where the P-3 monument location was located.
The Navy and Hunt Development say the 1942-1999 veteran monument was “not historic”
according to a technical definition and so can be ripped down without public consultation
While the Navy and Hunt Corp hide behind the US National Register criteria that historic sites
must be technically 50 years old to be protected, Hunt and the Navy in Hawaii have shown
repeatedly they have no respect for this criteria anyway, including previously knocking down
the Barbers Point 1943 squadron wall, a major local Ewa West Oahu landmark where Marine,
Navy and Coast Guard placed their squadron insignias for many decades. For Hunt Corp it is the
calculated destruction of “historic integrity” for their land development agenda. They cannot
allow historic monuments to military service and veterans to remain standing at former Barbers
Point.
50 years is NOT an internationally accepted criteria for
cultural and historic monument significance
In many places in the world there is no such requirement that a public monument be at least 50
years old in order to be protected as a public, cultural asset. This is also recognized by the
United Nations. In the City of Los Angeles, there is no requirement that a monument must be a
certain age before it can be considered historic or culturally important and not ripped down for
a land developer agenda. This is true in many other cities, states and places in the world,

including historically conscious Great Britain. Historic and Cultural importance is determined by
the local community values, not greedy land developers. No law or statute automatically
triggers it. No one has the right to destroy cultural and historic public monuments for their own
profit making agenda, especially in a secretive, non-consultative way.
https://preservation.lacity.org/commission/what-makes-resource-historically-significant
World Definition Of A Monument
A monument is a Greek word that allows us to see the past thus also help us visualize what is to
come in the future. There is no age requirement for the NASBP P-3 historic cultural monument.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monument
Nothing in the definition of a “public monument” says exactly how old it must be. A monument
is a type of—usually three-dimensional—structure explicitly created to commemorate a person
or event, or which has become relevant to a social group as a part of their remembrance of
historic times or cultural heritage, due to its artistic, historical, political, technical or
architectural importance. Examples of monuments include statues, (war) memorials, historical
buildings, archeological sites, and cultural assets. The Navy and Hunt Corp removing it clearly
shows an intent to destroy community historic integrity and cultural significance just for a real
estate profit agenda and trophy gift for a few arrogant, selfish insiders.
Local Community Has Previously Spoken About Developer Historic Manipulation Attempts
How does stealing the NASBP name letters do anything for the community to remember 19421999 NAS BP when it is apparently over at Kaneohe MCB? The silver P-3 symbolized the
aviation “spirit” of the West Oahu Kalaeloa community, which is now a State airport. There was
a big veteran community pushback at attempts for an agenda to rename all of the former naval
air station street names after the base closed. Some wanted more developer friendly Hawaiian
names that eliminated all Navy historic names. While the State controlled development
authority wanted the airport named “Kalaeloa,” there was an insistence by many in the aviation
and veteran community that the official airfield be named for Navy aviation pioneer John
Rogers – John Rogers Field. This is why the P-3 Barbers Point NAS monument had to be stolen
without any public consultation, because they knew the community would likely not support it.
Many in the community have already said that if they had known the monument couldn’t
possibly remain where it rightfully belongs in its correct historic cultural location because the
new land developer demands it be destroyed, then it should have been moved in its entirety to
a presumably safer place like the NAS Barbers Point airport tower building lawn – there are
several possible locations and the veteran community has volunteered to help with this.

The Hunt Corp and Navy development agenda is a very 1984 George Orwell’s concept that “He
who controls the past controls the future. He who controls the present controls the past.” (And
profits from it.) The removal of this veteran monument was clearly a real estate agenda to
destroy NASBP historic integrity for a future planned and published rail transit oriented
development (TOD) that Hunt Corp would immensely profit from. They didn’t want a veteran
monument in their development way or allow the local community to have any say or input.
The Navy Knew All About The Oahu Neighborhood Board notification protocol and purpose:
The Oahu Neighborhood Board, like most local Oahu boards, is regularly attended by many
different City, State agencies, Police, Fire, Board of Water Supply, HART Rail, local area elected
officials and military community relations persons. It is also where community issues and
developers present their intended projects for community review and approval. These are for
even the most mundane of notices and reports that some members of the community may find
very relevant and important, if not to everyone in the community. These meetings are televised
live on the internet, recorded for later public viewing on cable TV, and the minutes are
published. This establishes are clear public notification as part of a local consultation process.
Neighborhood Board #34 has Kalaleoa, former NAS Barbers Point, under its jurisdiction.
All of the military community relations offices near local neighborhood boards on Oahu
regularly attend or notify local boards about ANY military activity, training, overflights, public
works, remediation, etc. that may have some kind of possible impact on the local community.
No community representative from the Navy was present at the last March board #34 meeting
to explain what happened with the P-3 Barbers Point veterans monument. And yet despite the
Navy community relations person knowing very well the board chair, numerous board
members and especially retired Navy Senior Chief Dean “Kalani” Capelouto, who had specific
Hawaii P-3 Orion wing experience, he and the others were never consulted.
This clearly indicates the Navy and Hunt Corp monument destruction and theft was an
intentional under the table insider deal with the arrogant unethical Navy cover-up attempt that
still continues. Laws, protocols, public trust have been badly broken. No one is accountable.
John Bond, President
Save Ewa Field - Kanehili Cultural Hui
P.O. Box 75578
Kapolei, Hi. 96707
Ewabond@gmail.com

Historic NAS Barbers Point HQ and Admin Building

USS Lexington Avenue, a central road of the historic NAS Barbers Point base

The area the community believed was forever preserved for the NAS Barbers Point memory

Addendums
Hunt Corp has failed numerous times to keep community agreements as the Navy realtors and
commanders approve of their unethical deals and violations. This what has led to the Fat
Leonard and other Navy command fiascos. LACK OF ETHICS. If the Navy operated ethically
these public relations bungles and crimes shouldn’t be happening.
HUNT Navy KREP: Agreement Broken Caused Karst Collapse and Subsurface Damage
http://ewafield.blogspot.com/2015/09/navy-krep-agreements-broken.html
The unethical Hawaii Navy did nothing about it, despite signed a Programmatic Agreement
The Navy said knocking this Navy Region Hawaii published report listed National Register
eligible monument dated 1943, by Hunt Corp was “wrong” -but did absolutely nothing about it.
There are other examples of the Navy realtors and insiders making deals with land developers
with no community notice or ethical considerations. Are kickbacks involved? Other Navy
scandals show this could be the case.
Hunt Corp Destroys Local Historic Landmark - 1943 MCAS Ewa Squadron Wall after it was
officially identified by the Navy as very historic and cultural important public landmark.
The Hawaii Navy did nothing this about despite being a clear Federal 106 statute violation
http://ewafield.blogspot.com/2015/09/hunt-corp-destroys-local-lankmark.html
Hunt Corp Allows Historic P-3 HQ Building 972 To Be Continuously Trashed And Abused By
Drug Addicts, Homeless.
Just 100 yards from Hunt’s site office. Historic Patrol Wing Two where PACOM commander
Adm. Harry Harris worked.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bw2uzVSlrRFbN2VmX2NONnhIQzQ

The American people put their trust in us and none of us can betray
that trust.”
Published Navy Ethics Guidelines, SecNav Navy Wide Directive and POTUS Order 12674
http://www.secnav.navy.mil/Ethics/Pages/secnavmsgstatement.aspx
http://www.secnav.navy.mil/Ethics/Pages/corevaluescharter.aspx

Just Another News Story On Hawaii Pacific Navy Corruption And Lack Of Ethics?
I personally am not anti-Navy. I had three uncles serve honorably in the US Navy during WW-II,
two in the Pacific (USS St. Paul and 130th Navy CB’s) and one as a landing craft coxswain,
wounded at the Anzio, Italy invasion, (second only to the 1944 Normandy Invasion.) I love and
revere US Navy history and that is why I am especially concerned how much has become
ignored and destroyed by self-serving insider no ethics Navy real estate dealings.
The US Navy clearly knew and understood there was an ethical and public consultation process
for this important monument, but preferred to use a secretive, under the table scheme to
facilitate a gift to a USNA buddy of the real estate developer. Somehow a naval academy ring
usurps published Navy ethics guidelines and directives. Clearly the Navy ethics regs, Presidential
Executive Order 12674 and SecNav proclamations indicate the Navy in Hawaii is acting
unethically and for their own private interests. Is this why the Navy in the Pacific has had to fire
a record number of unethical Navy leaders? There are so many headlines about this I won’t
even link to them.
The Navy in Hawaii Does Not Follow A Public Ethics Compass And Why They A Bad Reputation
************************************************************

WHY the Oahu Neighborhood Board is important to notify of public actions, and
the local military base community relations have always done so previously.
http://www.honolulu.gov/nco/about.html
The only government-supported civic engagement system in Hawaii, Oahu’s Neighborhood
Board System was created in 1973 to assure and increase community participation in the
decision-making process of government. The system applies the concept of participatory
democracy, involving communities in the decisions that affect them. It establishes an islandwide network of elected neighborhood boards as communication channels, expanding and
facilitating opportunities for community and government interaction.
The process for development of the Neighborhood Board System began when the Revised City
Charter of Honolulu (1973) called for the establishment of a nine-member Neighborhood
Commission. The Commission was responsible for developing a Neighborhood Plan outlining a
uniform system of neighborhood boards on Oahu. Neighborhood boards were then formed in
accordance with the plan.
The 33 neighborhood boards, with their 437 volunteer board members, serve as advisory
groups to the Honolulu City Council, the City administration, departments, agencies, and other
public officials of the state and federal governments. Oahu’s neighborhood boards meet

monthly, and function as an island-wide communication conduit, expanding and facilitating
opportunities for community and government interaction.
Retired Navy Senior Chief Dean “Kalani” Capelouto, Board #34 vice chair, who had specific
Hawaii P-3 Orion experience- but never notified.
http://www.oahuexpress.com/aboutus.html
Hawaii State Statues §711-1107 Monument Desecration
https://law.justia.com/codes/hawaii/2016/title-37/chapter-711/section-711-1107/
§711-1107 Desecration. (1) A person commits the offense of desecration if the person
intentionally desecrates: (a) Any public monument or structure; (b) A place of worship or burial;
or (c) In a public place the national flag or any other object of veneration by a substantial
segment of the public.
(2) "Desecrate" means defacing, damaging, polluting, or otherwise physically mistreating in a
way that the defendant knows will outrage the sensibilities of persons likely to observe or
discover the defendant's action.
(3) Any person convicted of committing the offense of desecration shall be sentenced to a term
of imprisonment of not more than one year, a fine of not more than $10,000, or both. [L 1972, c
9, pt of §1; gen ch 1993; am L 2002, c 198, §1]
The historic “Area of Potential Effect” Destruction An Intentional Land Development Scheme
http://www.in.gov/indot/crm/files/Chapter_5
Establishing_the_Area_of_Potential_Effects_(APE).pdf
Area of Potential Effect (APE) The area of potential effects means the geographic area or areas
within which an undertaking may directly or indirectly cause alterations in the character or use
of historic properties, if such properties exist. 36 CFR 800.16(d). In defining the APE, the agency
will consider potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects to historic properties and all
aspects of integrity, including their associated settings.
The APE for above-ground properties might encompass the entire “view-shed”; i.e., the area in
which the project may visually impact above-ground structures. For example, the project area
of a newly installed cell tower is relatively small (the area of actual physical boundaries of the
undertaking); however, the APE for that cell tower will be much larger in order to reflect the
cell tower’s potential to visually impact cultural resources hundreds of feet away.
http://www.achp.gov/regs-rev04.pdf

(iv) Change of the character of the property’s use or of physical features within the property's
setting that contribute to its historic significance.
The Hunt Corp and Navy realtors knew all about this and decided a secretive theft without
public consultation was required to pull this insider arranged deal off. The Navy in Hawaii now
refuses to address this in an official public way or show how this was all a legally approved
community consultation process. And who is officially responsible for approving it. Removing
this important community monument as a private trophy to a secluded military base access
only area does absolutely nothing to commemorate the important history of NASBP. How does
ripping off and stealing the name letters do anything for the public to remember 1942-1999
NAS BP when over at Kaneohe MCB?
What is an historic property adverse effect?
An adverse effect occurs when a project may directly or indirectly diminish the integrity of an
historic property by altering any of the characteristics that qualify that property for National
Register inclusion. Specifically, if the project diminishes the integrity of a property’s location,
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, then there is an adverse
effect. Examples of adverse effects include:





Physical destruction or damage;
Alteration inconsistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment
of Historic Properties;
Relocation of the property;
the character of the property's use or setting;
Guidelines for the Treatment of Cultural Landscapes

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments/landscape-guidelines/index.htm

See attached Navy Final Covenants of land transfer of this parcel. See attached:
1. Construction, alteration, rehabilitation, renovation, demolition, disturbance of the
ground surface, including but not limited to vegetation clearance, grading, or excavation, or any
other action to be undertaken on any portion of the Property , including actions that affect
views (including but not limited to adding new structures or site elements such as towers,
fences, and/or signs), which may materially affect the historic integrity or the appearance of the
attributes of the Historic Properties shall only be undertaken or permitted subject to the
following:
a. The GRANTEE consults with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and all interested

parties requesting status as an interested party and concurred to by the SHPO prior to taking
any proposed action on the Property that has the potential to affect the Historic Properties;
b. The GRANTEE affords the SHPO the opportunity to review and provide written concurrence
that the action will not have any adverse effect to the Historic Properties on all proposed
projects, and that the GRANTEE will address SHPO’s recommendations regarding the treatment
of the Historic Properties in writing;

Hunt Development Corp has already destroyed the WW-II Housing Area Historic District
BRAC – Navy Base Realignment and Closure at its “finest...” Federal historic property given to
Texas billionaire family and historic sites TRASHED for development profits assisted by US
Navy.

http://gis.hicentral.com/FastMaps/ParcelZoning/
The NASBP veteran monument site is on Hunt Corp land transferred by the Navy in late 2017early 2018 apparently. Parcel 91-013-085, one of 16 given to Hunt Corp. Other nearby parcels
have already had their historic and once beautiful WW-II Navy homes trashed, burned and
bulldozed to make way for Hunt Corp development. Historic MCAS Ewa battlefield is next on
the Hunt Corp destruction list.

P-3 Orion NAS Barbers Point 1942-1999 yanked out by veteran monument desecrators

http://ewafield.blogspot.com/2015/09/hunt-corp-destroys-local-lankmark.html
Kalaeloa Fires, Vandalism Plague Former Barbers Point Navy Base, But Some
Don't Notice
http://barbers-point.blogspot.com/2013/10/Kalaeloa-Arson-For-Profit.html
Former NAS Barbers Point Historic Homes Hacked Up and Fires Set For "Fire
Seminar
http://barbers-point.blogspot.com/2013/10/Navy-Homes-Trees-Burned.html
Proposed Historic WW-II Naval Air Station Barbers Point Housing District A
Decimated, Fire Drill Ghost Town
http://barbers-point.blogspot.com/2013/09/
Barbers Point - Kalaeloa: Big Historic Trees Hacked Up, Arson Dying Off, Burned
http://barbers-point.blogspot.com/2013/09/Big-Ewa-Trees-Dying.html

